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Operation Soothsayer

A Star Army Intelligence operation meant to oversee the brewing political dealings on Kyopelinvuori by
several field agents whose mission it is to discover what it is the politicians coming to this city wish to
gain.

Background

The city of Kyopelinvuori in Azorea has become a hotbed for political activity. At the center of it all is
Iromakuanhe Iromakuanhe Conclave member Aaki Loleth. So far she has met with a Nepleslian senator
named Hugh "Huey" Graves, and a Freespacer named Fleshassembler Mitochondrion Four Three
43-5782-1109. She has is in talks with the Freespacers to trade goods and services that the Yamatai Star
Empire would like to know more about.

The Plan

The operatives will follow and get a feel for the situation happening in the city of Kyopelinvuori —hereby
referred to as Kyope— and relay what they find back to Star Army Intelligence.

Roles of the Operatives

The cover story for the operatives is that one of them, Wino Homa, sets her own hours at a local store
run by bandit prince of the Iromakuanhe underworld named Algol. She lives above the store. One of
them, Pano Uma, works at a stall selling warm, salty pretzels next to Aaki's offices and lives in an
apartment next to Aaki's. The Station Chief, Ilo Aruni, assumes the role of a biologist that studies the
Iromakuanhe biotechnology in the city, but is for the most part in the office above Aaki's and rarely
leaves it as she has made it her temporary home. Ilo does not leave the office often and is brought soft
pretzels by Pano Uma for sustenance.

Wino Homa
Works at Algol's Incredibly Legitimate Import Emporium as a cover story.
Feet on the ground
Nitô Hei

Pano Uma
Works as a stall keeper next to Aaki's offices as a cover story.
Muscle
Nitô Hei

Ilo Aruni
Needs no cover as she works predominantly from the rented office floor above Aaki Loleth's.
If confronted, she assumes the role of a biologist come to study the Iromkuanhe
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biotechnology only available outside of the Iruotl System in Kyope.
Station Chief
Cyber security
Ittô Hei

Objectives

The objectives of Operation Soothsayer are far-reaching.

Below they can be seen:

Learn as much about the political discussions happening on Kyope.
Ascertain Wire Guided (Freespacers) involvement through Mitochondrion (do not kill).
Get close to Graves. Find a reason for him to spill secrets that Yamatai otherwise would not have
access to.

OOC Notes

Takes place within the Dream World plot and orchestrated by Ametheliana.
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